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Activation
You won't need to do this during picademy, but if you're deal

ing with a new Pi, this is how to activate the camera module:

1. In LXTerminal enter the command sudo raspi-config

2. In the menu that appears, move down to Enable Camera

and press Enter

3. Move right to Enable and press Enter again

4. Move right to Finish and press Enter

5. Select Yes to reboot the Pi

Camera Workshop

This workshop guides you through setting up the Raspberry Pi

camera module, taking pictures and video using the Python

picamera module, connecting a physical button with the GPIO

pins and programming it to control the camera.

Installation
1. The camera port is the thin black port next to the Ethernet

port

2. Lift the tab on the top of the connector

3. Place the camera's connecting strip in the connector with

the blue side facing the Ethernet port

4. Ensuring the strip stays in the connector, push the tab back

down

Static Warning!
The camera is a static sensitive compon

ent. Try to avoid touching the circuit

board itself (although holding it at the

edges is fine). Also, whilst the camera is

active, try to avoid letting the camera

board come into contact with the

Pi (or conductive parts of the Pi

like the surrounds of the USB

connectors).

Note
It is not necessary to switch off the

Pi when installing or removing the

camera module. However, you

must ensure that the camera is not

active when removing it.
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Testing
After you have rebooted and logged in once more, it's time to

test that the camera is working! Start LXTerminal and enter the

command: raspistill -o image. jpg

If everything is working correctly you should see a red LED light up

on the camera module, and a live view of what the camera is looking at should appear

on the monitor. After a short delay the camera should capture its view and save it as im
age.jpg before shutting down again.

Capturing an Image
Now you've got your camera working, it's time to write some code of your own to control

it. Start Python with Menu > Programming > Python 3. In the Python window, select File > New Window
and in the window that appears, enter the following script (remember that case and in

dentation are important!):

Select File > Save from the menu and give your script a name like camera1. py. Now select Run
> Run Module from the menu and all being well your camera should do the same thing as

when you tested it above; the red LED should light up, the preview should appear on the

screen and after 5 seconds the camera should

capture the scene to image. jpg.

from time import sleep

from picamera import PiCamera

camera = PiCamera()

camera. start_preview(alpha=192)

sleep(5)

camera. capture(' /home/pi/Desktop/image. jpg' )

camera. stop_preview()

Transparent?
You may being wondering why the preview

produced by the script above is semitrans

parent. This is the result of the alpha=192

parameter; remove this and the preview will

be opaque, but in this case you may find it

difficult to shut down the script if you made

an error!

Note
You can experiment with the script to

try taking a picture without the pre

view running, or adjust the delay be

fore the picture is captured.
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Push Button Camera
The next step is to connect our camera to a push button so that

we can control precisely when the image is captured, rather than

relying on a delay. Use File > Save As... to save your script with a new

name like camera2. py then modify it to match the code below:

Now place a push button on your breadboard, and connect one side of it to GPIO pin 17,

and the other to a GPIO ground pin as shown in the diagram. When you run the script you

should find that the preview starts, but the script then waits for you to push the button be

fore capturing an image.

from time import sleep

from picamera import PiCamera

from gpiozero import Button

camera = PiCamera()

button = Button(17)

camera. start_preview(alpha=192)

button. wait_for_press()

camera. capture(' /home/pi/Desktop/image. jpg' )

camera. stop_preview()
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Selfie Camera
With a simple modification, we can change our pushbutton cam

era into a selfie camera. Once again, use File > Save As... to save

your script as something else like camera3. py. Now add a delay

after detecting the button push, but before the capture:

Note
In this workshop we're using a button to

trigger the camera. However, there's no

reason you couldn't use:

• A pressure pad

• An infrared motion sensor

• An ultrasonic distance sensor

• A temperature sensor

• A block in Minecraft (when it's hit)

• Anything else you can connect to

your Pi!

Extras
Can you extend the script to take a

burst of three pictures when the button

is pressed?

Night Vision!
The Pi's camera module is available in two variants:

the regular camera module and the PiNoIR. The

PiNoIR lacks the infrared filter usually found on cam

eras, which means it can see into the near infrared

range (<950nm). This isn't enough for heat detection,

but it is good enough for nightvision with appropri

ate illumination (e.g. 850nm LEDs).
PiNoIR camera

module

Regular camera

module

from time import sleep

from picamera import PiCamera

from gpiozero import Button

camera = PiCamera()

button = Button(17)

camera. start_preview(alpha=192)

button. wait_for_press()

sleep(5)

camera. capture(' /home/pi/Desktop/image. jpg' )

camera. stop_preview()
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Repeated Shots
With another simple modification we can have the camera take

shot after shot (like a real handheld camera), storing each im

age in a different file. This reuses the concept of the while loop

that you've encountered in prior workshops. Firstly, use File > Save
As... to save your script under a new name like camera4. py. Then change the script to the

following:

This script uses something called "string interpol

ation". This is a fancy way of saying it substitutes

a value (i  the image number) into a string (the

filename we're saving the image as). The "%d"

within the string specifies the place we want a

number to appear, while the "% i" after the string

specifies the value to substitute.

Camera Workshop

How do I stop?!
You may be wondering how to stop your

script now that we've set it to take pictures in

definitely. Pressing Ctrl+F6 causes IDLE (the

environment you're running in) to terminate

the current script. If you were running in the

Terminal you'd use Ctrl+C instead.

from time import sleep

from picamera import PiCamera

from gpiozero import Button

camera = PiCamera()

button = Button(17)

camera. start_preview(alpha=192)

i = 1

while True:

button. wait_for_press()

camera. capture(' /home/pi/Desktop/image%d. jpg' % i)

i = i + 1

camera. stop_preview()

Note
There are many substitution templates

for all sorts of data. The most commonly

used are:

• %d  decimal (whole) number

• %x  hexidecimal (whole) number

• %f  floatingpoint number

• %s  string (text)
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Camcorder
The Pi's camera is also capable of recording video. Once again,

use File > Save As... to save your script under a new name like

camera5. py. Now use the start_recording and stop_recording

methods instead of capture, as shown in the script below:

After recording your video you can double click on it to view it in the Pi's webbrowser, or

play it from the command line with omxplayer Desktop/video. mp4 . Just as with capturing

images, you can trigger video recording with almost anything you can think of: pressure

pads, infrared motion sensors; with a bit of effort you can even use the camera itself to

perform motion detection.

You can also record to things other

than files. For example, you can

stream video to other machines over

the network, or record to a circular

buffer in memory!

Speed limits
The Pi's camera module is based on the Omnivision

5647 sensor. This is the "little brother" of the sensor used

in the iPhone 4 (without autofocus or LED flash). The

camera's video recording framerate limits at various

resolutions are given in the table to the right.

* At the highest resolution only MJPEG videos are sup

ported, not MP4.

Resolution Framerate

2592x1944 (~5Mp)* 15fps

1920x1080 (1080p) 30fps

49fps

90fps (!)

1280x720 (720p)

640x480 (VGA)
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from time import sleep

from picamera import PiCamera

from gpiozero import Button

camera = PiCamera()

button = Button(17)

camera. start_preview(alpha=192)

button. wait_for_press()

camera. start_recording(' /home/pi/Desktop/video. mp4' , format=' h264' )

sleep(5)

camera. stop_recording()

camera. stop_preview()

Find out more
You can find out lots more about the camera lib

rary, including many code recipes at:

• picamera.readthedocs.org

• github.com/waveform80/picamera

• github.com/waveform80/picamera_demos

Extras
Can you make a slowmotion video us

ing some of the faster framerates in the

table below?




